
Nomads of Outer Mongolia

Part 1: Lecture

In ____________, ____________, and ____________, people tend to stay  in

the __________________ all year round. But this ____________ isn’t for everyone.

In the ____________ Darhad Valley of Outer Mongolia, just ____________ of

Siberia, lives a ____________ whose way of life is very ____________. They are

the Darhad ____________.

The Darhad ____________ most of the year ____________. They have no

permanent ____________ and supply nearly all the goods they need

____________. Their most important ____________ are their animals, which

____________ them with food and ____________. The greatest ____________ to

the Darhad is animals ____________ in bad weather or being ____________ by

packs of ____________. The Darhad spend almost the __________________

herding these animals to ____________ pastures.

People who have no ____________ home but are always

__________________, often in time with the ____________, are called

____________. This is their ____________ camp, consisting of two gers — felt-

lined ____________, which can be put up in under an hour — and a ____________

storehouse, which will stay here all year round.

One of the tents will often have a __________________, and even a

____________. They sometimes buy extra goods, such as __________________,

from traders who pass through their ____________. Soon they will be on the move

for ____________, traveling over ____________ that are over _________________

high, in freezing ____________, which can ____________ as ____________ as

minus 40 degrees Celsius.

Women __________________ for the trek; ____________ is processed to

make up different foodstuffs. ____________ and ____________ are important parts

of the Darhad ____________.

After a month-long trek through the ____________ and ____________,

they’ll make it to winter camp. They’ll remain here until ____________, before

retracing their ____________ back over the mountains. Nomads do not have

________________.



Part 2: Discussion

Teacher: That is a very different ____________, isn’t it? Does anyone have any

questions? ____________ you didn’t ____________?

Norah: Yes, I think I heard the word felt-lined to ____________ the tents? What

does that mean?

Teacher: Good question, Norah. Felt is a ____________ made from wool that comes

from animals such as ____________, ____________, or even

____________. It’s very warm. That means it would keep the tent warm in

the winter. Anything else? Yes, Jon?

Jon: Yeah, what are ____________? Are they ____________, too?

Teacher: They can be. Traders travel around with things ____________. The nomads

may pay with ____________, but other times they might ____________.

For example, they might give the trader some of their cheese in

____________ for a ____________ they need.  

Now, let’s talk about the Darhad’s _________________. Norah, what’s your

____________ to the video?

Norah: I thought it was ____________. In a way, I’m sure it’s a hard life, but it also

seems like a ____________ life. The Darhad live ____________________

and they have a close ____________.

Teacher: What do you think, Ellen?

Ellen: I __________________ Norah, but I also think it’s ____________ for

people to be able ____________ their traditional ways and not be changed

by __________________.

Jon: That’s a nice idea, but I don’t think it’s ____________. I have read that

many nomads are leaving their ____________ and going to the cities,

where they think they will have __________________. You have to admit

that the nomadic life is very hard. Imagine ____________ up and down

those mountains in the winter when it’s so ____________ cold!

Norah: I don’t know. I think I’d like to try living like that __________________.

Ellen: You would? Really? I can’t imagine it for myself. I don’t think people like us

________________. We’re not _________________ in that environment.

The Darhad people are ____________, and they know _______________

in extreme conditions. They’ve been doing it all their lives.

Norah: Oh, I don’t know. I suppose you may be right. But I would like

____________ there and ____________ the people, you know,

__________________.
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